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Abstract

Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector routing protocol is
one of the most popular reactive protocol used for Mo-
bile Ad hoc Network, is target of many denial-of-Service
attack types. Whirlwind attacks uses a malicious node
to make one routing-loop on the discovered route. All
data packets are dropped due to they over time-life.
This article proposes a mechanisms to manage and pro-
vide digital certificates (DC) for Mobile Ad hoc Network
(MANET) without public key infrastructure. A digital
certificates authentication mechanism secure that only
“friendly” nodes to collaborate in the route discovery pro-
cess, goal is to prevent malicious nodes that joined the
discovered route, such as Whirlwind. A new routing pro-
tocol named AODVDC by integrating our solutions into
AODV routing protocol. Using NS2, we evaluate the se-
curity performance using scenario where there are nodes
move ramdomly and Whirlwind attacks, compared with
related protocols. The simulation results showed that our
approach has better performance in terms of packet de-
livery ratio, routing load and route discovery delay com-
pared to related works under attack scenario.

Keywords: AODV; AODVDC; MANET; Network Secu-
rity; Whirlwind Attacks

1 Introduction

Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET [8]) is a special wire-
less, the advantages such as flexibility, mobility, every mo-
bile node acts both as a host and as a router. Routing
is the main service provided in network layer, the source
node using the route to the destination is discovered and
maintained. There are many routing protocols are rec-
ommended to MANET, they are classified into proac-
tive, reactive, and hybrid routing [2]. Ad hoc On-demand
Distance Vector (AODV [16]) routing protocol is one of

the most popular reactive protocol used for Mobile Ad
hoc Network, is target of many denial-of-Service attack
types [17], such as Blackhole [4, 9], Sinkhole [5], Gray-
hole [7], Flooding [20], Wormhole [3] and Whirlwind [15].

We focus on Whirlwind attacks type and prevention
solution, this attack type target is to make routing-loop
which is done with two phases:

Phase 1: Malicious nodes try to set up a routing-loop in
the discovered route from source to destination node
when receiving route request packet (RREQ) from
any source node NS by using the fake route reply
packet (FRREP).

Phase 2: If attacking is successful, all data packets from
source to destination node are taken into data whirl-
wind and automatically dropped due to over time-
life.

In Figure 1(a), source node N1 discovers a new route
to destination node N5 by broadcasting of RREQ to its
neighbor nodes named N2. Intermediate node N2 is not
destination node, it therefore continue broadcasts RREQ
packet to its neighbors named N3 and save reserve route
to source N1, this process repeats at N3 and N4 until
node N5 receives the route request packet. When re-
ceiving RREQ packet from node N4, destination node
N5 sends unicast of RREP packet to source on route
{N5 → N4 → N3 → N2 → N1}. As a result, source
node N1 discovers route to destination in following direc-
tion {N1 → N2 → N3 → N4 → N5}. Figure 1(b) shows
that malicious node M appears in network topology for
Whirlwind attack behavior, it is neighbor of both N2 and
N3 nodes. When receiving the first RREQ packet from
node N2, M adds a entry to destination into its routing
table (RT) with minimum cost and next hop (NH) is N2.
When receiving the second RREQ packet from N3, M
adds a entry to source N1 into its RT with lowest cost
and NH is N3, concurrently sends unicast of FRREP to
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source N1 in direction {M → N3 → N2 → N1}. As a
result, N3’s RT has route information to destination via
NH is M with the lowest cost. The destination node N5

also sends a RREP packet to source node on direction
{N5 → N4 → N3 → N2 → N1}. When receiving the
RREP packet from node N4, node N3 see that the cost
to destination is not cheaper than the existing route, the
RREP packet is therefore dropped. The results is exist
routing-loop on discovered route from N1 to N5 including
nodes named N2, N3, and M . All data packets from N1 to
N5 node are taken into data whirlwind and automatically
dropped due to over time-life.

N1

Source

N2 N3 N4 N5

Destination
RREQ RREP

(a) Normal

N1

Source

N2 N3 N4 N5

Destination

M

RREQ

RREP

Routing
loop

(b) Attacks

Figure 1: Description of whirlwind attacks [15]

This article proposes a mechanisms to manage and pro-
vide digital certificates for MANET without public key in-
frastructure (PKI) because MANET is no infrastructure.
In addtion, digital certificates authentications mechanism
allows only “friendly” node to collaborate in the route dis-
covery process. The remainder of this article is structured
as following: In the next Section, we review some related
works for security base on digital signature. Section 3
mechanism to manage and provide the digital certificate.
Section 4 shows how to authenticate preceding node’s DC
when an node receiving the control route packets. Sec-
tion 5 shows the evaluation results by simulation; Finally,
conclusions and future works.

2 Related Works

There are some related works to increase security level
for AODV routing protocol based on digital signature or
one-way hash [12]. Zhou [24] described a solution to dis-
tribute the CA role among n nodes of the network us-
ing (n, k + 1) threshold cryptography scheme. In this
scheme the private key is divided into n partial shares
(S1, S2, · · · , Sn) where at leastk+1 of n are partial shares
which are needed to generate a secret S. The advantage is
its increased availability, since any k+1 among n nodes in
the local neighborhood of the requesting node can issue or
renew a certificate. And any node, which does not have
a private share yet, can obtain a share from any group of
at least k + 1 nodes which has already a share [1].

Zhang described a solution named IKM (id-based key
management) as a novel combination of ID-based and

threshold cryptography. IKM is a certificateless solution
in that public keys of mobile nodes are directly deriv-
able from their known IDs plus some common informa-
tion. It thus eliminates the need for certificate-based au-
thenticated public-key distribution indispensable in con-
ventional public-key management schemes. IKM features
a novel construction method of ID-based public/private
keys, which not only ensures high-level tolerance to node
compromise, but also enables efficient network-wide key
update via a single broadcast message [23].

Zapata in [22] recommended SAODV is improved from
AODV to prevent impersonation attacks by changing hop-
count (HC) and sequence number (SN) values of route dis-
covery packet. However, SAODV only supports authen-
tication from end-to-end without authenticating hop-by-
hop, hence, intermediate node can’t certify packet from
the preceding node. Addition, because SAODV does not
have a mechaism for authentication intermediate node
and public key management, malicious nodes can easily
join a route by using fake keys.

Sanzgiri [18] recommended ARAN protocol, different
from SAODV, route discovery packet (RDP) in ARAN is
signed and certified at all nodes. ARAN supplemented the
testing member node mechanism, thus, malicious can not
pass over security by using fake keys. Structure of RDP
and reply route (REP) packets of ARAN is not available
with HC to identify routing cost; this means ARAN is
unable to recognize transmission expenses to the desti-
nation, ARAN argued that the first REP received is the
route packet with the best expenses.

Li [10] recommended SEAODV using certification
scheme HEAP with symmetric key and one-way hash
function to protect route discovery packet. By simula-
tion, the authors has shown that SEAODV is more secu-
rity with lower communication overhead.

3 Digital Certificates Manage-
ment and Providing Model

This section describes the digital certificates structure
based X.509 and mechanism to manage and provide the
Digital Certificate for MANET without PKI. For this ap-
proach, we assumptions that each node has a unique iden-
tifier and a pair of keys: a private key and a public key.
Set of symbols in Table 1 are applied for the presentation.

Table 1: Description of symbols

Variable Descriptions

Nδ Node labeled δ
kNδ+, kNδ - Public and private keys of node Nδ
En(v, k) Encrypting v using key k
De(v, k) Decrypting v using key k
H(v) v is hashed by SHA1 [14] function
IPNδ Address of node Nδ
DCNδ Digital Certificate of node Nδ
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3.1 Digital Certificates

Digital certificates are used to certify the identities of
nodes in MANET, it is provided for node automatically
from certificate authorities (CA) before nodes collaborate
to the discovery route process. We uses a X.509 certificate
template, has the structure as Figure 2. Where,

1. Version

2. Serial Number

3. Signature Algorithm

4. Issuer Name

5. Validity Period

6. Subject Name

7. Public Key (PK)

8. Certificate Signature (CS)

Figure 2: DC structure based on X.509 [13]

1) Certificate version;

2) The unique serial number that is assigned by the CA;

3) The public key cryptography and message digest al-
gorithms that are used by CA;

4) The name of the issuing CA;

5) The certificate’s start and expiration dates. These
define the interval during which the certificate is
valid, although the certificates can be revoked before
the designated expiration date;

6) The name of the subject of the certificate;

7) The public key and a list of the public key cryptog-
raphy algorithms;

8) The CA’s digital signature, which is created as the
last step in generating the certificate by encrypting
the hash value of all X.509 certificates attributes with
of CA private keys as Formula 1.

CS ← En(H(DC.AllF ields\{CS}), kNCA−). (1)

Algorithm 1 shows steps to authenticate DC of the
packet RREQ (or RREP) if Ni node receiving the packet
from preceding node Nj . Node Ni uses the public key
(kNCA+) of certificate authorities to decrypt the CS field
value of packet RREQ (or RREP). If the value after de-
cryption is coincident with the hash value of all fields
(excepted CS) for DC then DC is valid, on the contrary
then DC is invalid.

3.2 Digital Certificate Management

We setup a reliable node named NCA acts as certificate
authorities to provide DC for all member nodes. In NCA
exists a Digital Certificate Database (DCDB) of all nodes

Algorithm 1 Checking Digital Certificate

Input: RREQ or RREP packet; Output: True if DC is
valid; Else return False

1: Boolean IsValidDC(Packet P)
2: Begin
3: val1 ← De(P.DC.CS, kNCA+);
4: val2 ← H(P.DC.AllF ields\{CS});
5: Return (val1 == val2);
6: End

as Table 2. Each record in DCDB consists of: Nodes ad-
dress, OK field controlling the node certificated with DC
and its Digital Certificates. Where, all attributes (except
OK field) are updated by administrators to ensure that
only “friendly” nodes are provided with DC.

Table 2: Digital certificate database

Nodes OK Digital Certificate

IPN1
yes DCN1

IPN2 yes DCN2

IPN3
no DCN3

... ... ...
IPNn yes DCNn

3.3 Digital Certificate Providing

We propose a digital certificate providing model which
secure that

1) Malicious node can not action as CA node to provide
DC to member node;

2) Only the valid member node receives the DC from
CA node.

There are two DCP and DCACK packets are used to pro-
vide the Digital Certificates for all nodes. They have the
structures similar as RREQ and RREP packets, DCP
packet has a new field named DC to store the digital
certificate, DCACK has two new fields named ACK and
KEY, they save acknowledge information and public key
from member node. The steps to provide the DC for all
nodes following:

• The first, administrators update DC of “friendly”
nodes to DCDB. Member nodes can not to collab-
orate in the route discovery process until they have
received DC from NCA.

• The second, periodically after TDC time interval,
node NCA checks all nodes are provided with DC
by using the DCDB information. If exist node Nδ
that it is not provided with DC (OK = False), NCA
broadcasts the DCP packet to provide the DC for
Nδ.
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• Continuous, when receiving DC, node Nδ sends
DCACK packet back to NCA to confirm that member
node already receives DC if DCP packet is sent by
NCA and sent for it.

• Finally, when receiving packet DCACK , NCA checks:
If the packet is sent by Nδ, NCA updates OK value
is true to DCDB, else this process is fail.

3.3.1 Broadcasting DCP Packet and Saving DC

Node NCA provides a DC for node Nδ by broadcasting
DCP packet, is improved from algorithm broadcasting
RREQ packet of AODV following:

1) Generating DCP packet: Node NCA creates DCP
with DCNδ and broadcasts it to all its neighbors as
Formula 2.

NCAbroadcasts : DCP ← {RREQ∗ +DCNδ}. (2)

Where RREQ∗ is the original RREQ packet of
AODV protocol and DC is Nδ ’s Digital Certificate.
CS field value in DC that it is calculated as For-
mula 3.

DC.CS ← En(DC.CS, kNδ+). (3)

2) Checking DCP and saving DC: When node Nδ re-
ceives the DCP packet, it tests that DCP is sent by
NCA and provided DC for Nδ. If all the conditions
are satisfied, Nδ saves DC into its cache and uni-
casting the DCACK packet to confirm for NCA. On
contrary, the packet is dropped, see in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Testing and Saving Digital Certificate;

Input: DCP packet; Output: True if DC is saved suc-
cessful; Else return False;

1: Boolean TestAndSaveDC(DCP P)
2: Begin
3: val1 ← De(P.DC.CS, kNδ−);
4: val2 ← De(val1, kNCA+);
5: If val2 != H(P.DC.AllF ields\{CS}) Then
6: Dispose(P) and Return False;
7: Else
8: P.DC.CS ← val1;
9: SaveToCache(P.DC);

10: Sends DCACK packet back to NCA;
11: Return True;
12: End

We clearly see that malicious nodes can easily receive
DCP packet come from the NCA node because they are
sent in the form of a broadcast. However, the malicious
node can not decrypt the contents of the certification in
DC of DCP packet because it does not know the secret
key of Nδ node. If exists any change in the DC packet
resulting in command 5 in Algorithm 2 is true, the DCP
packet is canceled, the DC proveding process is fail.

3.3.2 Replying the DCACK Packet

Member node Nδ sends a DCACK packet back to con-
firm for NCA, this algorithm is improved from unicasting
RREP packet algorithm of AODV following:

1) Generating DCACK packet: After saving DC success-
fully, node Nδ unicasts confirmation packet DCACK
to back NCA as Formula 4.

Nδunicasts : DCACK ← {RREP ∗ +ACK +KEY }
(4)

Where RREP ∗ is the original RREP packet of
AODV routing protocol and ACK field is calculated
by Formula 5, KEY field value is its public key.

DCACK .ACK ← En(En(H(IPNca), kNδ−), kNca+))
(5)

2) Checking DCACK and updating DCDB: When node
NCA receives the DCACK packet, it tests DCACK
packet is sent by Nδ and it is target node. If all
the conditions are satisfied, NCA updates successfully
provided DC to DCDB, on contrary, the packet is
dropped, see in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Testing DCACK and Updating DCDB

Input: DCACK packet; Ouput: True if DC is provided
successful; Else return False

1: Boolean TestDCACK(DCACK P)
2: Begin
3: val1 ← De(P.ACK, kNCA−);
4: val2 ← De(val1, P.KEY );
5: If val2 != H(IPNca) Then
6: Dispose(P) and Return False;
7: If (IPNδ exists in DCDB) Then
8: DCDBRow row ← DCDB.Rows[IPNδ ];
9: row.OK ← True;

10: Return True;
11: Else
12: Dispose(P) and Return False;
13: End

We clearly see that a malicious node can hardly receive
DCACK packet because this packet is sent in unincast
form. Moreover, malicious nodes can not be act as Nδ to
send DCACK packet to NCA. The reason is because it
does not have the secret key of Nδ, and the public key of
Nδ was administered by NCA.

4 AODVDC: Improved Protocol
Using Digital Certificates

An algorithm has been designed based on reactive routing
protocols accepted as standards for routing in MANETs
such as AODV. However, the AODV protocol have not
any security mechanism for discovery route processing.
This is the hole which can be easily exploited by hackers
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to attack the network by modifying the control packets
with fake information. Improved protocol named AOD-
VDC, is proposed by integration of DC authentication
algorithm into AODV protocol includes the two phases:
Broadcasting route request packet and unicasting route
reply packet. The control route packet structures of new
protocol is improved from control route packets in AODV,
they are supplemented a new field named DC as Figure 3.

RREQ packet

DC field

(a) New RREQ packet

RREP packet

DC field

(b) New RREP packet

Figure 3: Control packet structures of AODVDC

4.1 Broadcasting Route Request Packet

Figure 4 describes route request algorithm using DCa
method, it is improved from AODV route discovery al-
gorithm as following:

1) Generating RREQ packet: If source node (NS) has
not a route to destination node, it starts a new route
discovery process by broadcasting the RREQ packet
to its all neighbors described as Formula 6.

NSbroadcasts : RREQ∗ +DCNS (6)

Where RREQ∗ is the original RREQ packet of
AODV routing protocol and DC is its Digital Cer-
tificate.

2) Processing and forwarding RREQ packet: When a
node receiving a RREQ packet, intermediate or des-
tination node (Ni) processes the packet following:

• If it has not the DC Then Ni drops RREQ
packet and The end;

• Else, Ni tests the preceding node ’s DC in
RREQ packet using IsValidDC() function. If
DC is invalid Then Ni drops the RREQ packet
due to discovered route has malicious node and
The end;

• Else, if current node is the destination, it just
simply generates and sends back the RREP
packet and The end;

• Else, it updates a reverse route toward the
source node and updates the RREQ packet us-
ing its information and DC before continuous
broadcasting the RREQ packet to its all neigh-
bors.
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Figure 4: Improved request route algorithm

4.2 Unicasting Route Request Packet

Figure 5 describes route reply algorithm using DCa
method, it is improved from AODV route reply algorithm
as following:

1) Generating RREP packet: A node generates the
RREP packet if it is either the destination (ND) or
an intermediate (Ni) which has a “fresh” route to the
destination described as Formula 7.

NDunicasts : RREP ∗ +DCND (7)

Where RREP ∗ is the original RREP packet of
AODV routing protocol and DC is its Digital Cer-
tificate.

2) Processing and forwarding RREP packet: When a
node receiving a RREP packet, intermediate or des-
tination node (Ni) processes the packet following:

• If it has not the DC Then Ni drops this packet and
The end;

• Else, Ni tests the preceding node ’s DC in RREP
packet using IsValidDC() function. If DC is invalid
Then Ni drops the RREP packet due to discovered
route has malicious node and The end;

• Else, if current node is the source node, it just simply
saves a new route or updates if better than existing
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route and send data packets from queue to the des-
tination node through discovered route;

• Else, it saves a route to the destination node and
updates the RREP packet using its information and
DC before continuous unicasting the RREP to back
source node.
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Figure 5: Improved reply route algorithm

5 Simulation Results

We evaluate the Whirlwind attacks prevention perfor-
mance of AODVDC on simulation system is NS2 - ver-
sion 2.35 [11]. The simulation area was a rectangular
region with a size of 2000 x 2000 m2, which was cho-
sen to ensure that there existed multiple hops within the
network. We use 802.11 MAC layer, 100 normal nodes
move with 30m/s maximum speeds under Random Way-
point [21] model, 1 malicious node stays at the center
position (red rectangle in Figure 6) and starts to attack
at 500s.

Each scenario has 10 pairs of communicating nodes,
source sending out constant bit rate (CBR) traffic with
packet sizes of 512bytes, rate of 2 packet per second. The
first data source is started at second of 0, the following
data source is 5 seconds apart from each node. Time
1000 seconds for simulation, FIFO queue type, the detail
of simulation parameters are listed in the Table 3.

Figure 6: NS2 simulation screen

Table 3: Simulation parameters

Parameters Setting

Simulation area (m) 2000 x 2000
Simulation time (s) 1000
Number of nodes 101 (1 malicious nodes)

Attack point-time (s) 500th

Wireless standard IEEE 802.11
Ratio range (m) 250
Mobility model Random Waypoint
Mobility speed (m/s) 1..30
Number of connection 10 UDPs
Traffic type CBR
Data rate 2 pkt/s (512 bytes/pkt)
Queue type FIFO (DropTail)
Routing protocols AODV, ARAN and AODVDC
Nca N50

Some used metrics for evaluation following: Packet
overhead for providing DC, packet delivery ratio (PDR),
routing load (RL) and end-to-end delay (EtE).

5.1 Packet Overhead for Providing DC

We analyse the packet overhead (DCP and DCACK) for
providing the DC in normal network topology. The first
scenario simulates for 100 nodes used AODVDC protocol,
all DC of normal nodes are setup in DCDB; The second
scenario simulates for 100 nodes used AODVDC protocol
with 80 normal nodes from 0 to 79 identify in DCDB; The
final scenario, we use a scenario similar to the second sce-
nario, and 20 new nodes are installed into DCDB at 300th
seconds. The simulation results in Figure 7 shows that
AODVDC needs total 57,908 packets DCP and DCACK
overhead and 560s to provide DC for all 100 nodes. For
the second scenario, there are total 30,096 packets over-
head and providing DC has finished during 200s. In the
final scenario, there are 36,253 packets overhead and 420s
for finished providing DC.
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Figure 7: Packet overhead for providing DC

5.2 Whirlwind Attack Prevention Perfor-
mance

The main purpose for whirlwind attack is to destroy data
packets, reduced packet delivery ratio. Figure 8 shows
that packet delivery ratio of AODV go down significantly
under whirlwind attacks, reduced during simulation times
from seconds 500th. The packet delivery ratio of AOD-
VDC increasing from seconds 600th because it uses first
560 seconds for providing DC for member nodes. After
1000s for simulation with 10UDP connections, the packet
delivery ratio of AODV is 71.04% for normal network
topology down to 58.02% under whirlwind attacks, re-
duced 13.02%. The ARAN packet delivery ratio is 59.51%
and AODVDC is 65.49%. It is then clear that the AOD-
VDC packet delivery ratio is improved significantly and
has better packet delivery ratio compared to ARAN.
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5.3 Routing Load

The AODVDC routing load is larger than original one
due to proposed approach used overhead packets DCP
and DCACK for providing the DC for all member nodes.
Figure 9 shows that the routing load of AODVDC is larger
than AODV, reduced during simulation times due to fin-
ished providing DC for member nodes. After 1000s for
simulation with 10UDP connections, the routing load of
AODVDC is 22.37pkt, AODV is 17.74pkt and ARAN is

20.05pkt.
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5.4 End-to-End Delay

Figure 10 shows that all security protocols have end-to-
end delay is higher than AODV because of they used RSA
public key encryption and hash function SHA1 for secu-
rity goal. After 1000s for simulation, end-to-end delay of
AODV is 0.867s, ARAN is 1.214s and AODVDC is 1.279s.
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Figure 10: End-to-End delay; WW: Whirlwind, NM: Nor-
mal

6 Conclusion

We proposed a mechanisms to manage and provide digital
certificates (DC) for Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET)
without public key infrastructure. A new routing proto-
col named AODVDC by integrating our solutions into the
discover route process from AODV protocol. The simula-
tion results showed that our approach has better perfor-
mance in terms of packet delivery ratio, routing load and
route discovery delay compared to related works under at-
tack scenario. However, AODVDC has routing load and
end-to-end delay are larger than AODV because it uses
new control packets for providing DC for member nodes
and uses RSA [6] public key encryption, SHA1 [14] hash-
ing function.

In the future, we will setup AODVDC with large key to
improve the security performance using TLS library [19]
and comparison with related works.
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